
Lampworkers Society Minutes: 5/3/2020 
Host: The Interwebs 

 
Hello and I hope everyone is staying safe and healthy! 
 
A few quick things to note before the minutes from May’s meeting!  If you have pictures to share for Show & 
Tell/ Presidents Monthly Bead Challenge, Please email them to Kathleen at kosterwise1@gmail.com so she 
can share the screen and slideshow them.  
 
The challenge to be met by the July meeting is “Using a Lollypop shape”. Lendy would like to know how 
everyone would use a flattened coin shape of glass (with a little pull off point) like her leftover petals. I believe 
she means that you can manipulate them hot, attach them to other materials, or even wire wrap them.  All 
Ideas are welcome! 
 
I will be sending out a reminder about the bead challenge and an invite to the next zoom meeting a week 
before the next one (set to take place July 12th) 
 
This is our second Zoom meeting of the STL Lampworkers society… Just a few highlights from the last 
meeting - held May 3rd.  We ended up with 10 total members attending… 
 

 
 
The beginning of our meeting was mostly discussing technical difficulties and how to get zoom to cooperate, 
talk of work from home and keeping healthy and sane…  
 
Les described it as our “experimental meeting” Kathleen kept getting kicked out of the group  due to “Unstable 
internet” Wobble-net if you will… 
 
Official Start: Kathleen decided to go ahead and get the meeting moving since we were using the trial version 
of zoom and had a tight time limit. I committed to sending out the zoom invite for the next meeting, since I 
could conveniently mooch my husband's fancy pro zoom account from his work so we could chat all we liked.  
 
VP: The Vice President was called on - no VP in the zoom channel!  We acquired a Lendy! 
 
Secretary: Laura was called and after a few dropped connections and incredulous discussion about how this 
zoom thing can possibly work for 20 kids - the minutes were read with great gusto. 
 
Treasurer's report was short and sweet: Les reported no change at all to the group's funds, keeping our grand 
total at $3783.24. 
 
Membership: Fred reported nothing new in Membership. 
 
Historian: Lendy reports nothing new, having been stuck working from home for 2 months. 
 
Librarian: With Erin absent, the Librarians' report was very brief. 
 
Website: Tom has added several glass podcasts under the “resources” tab to the website for the members to 
listen to.  (here’s the page with the podcasts!  Follow this link and scroll down. 
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https://stlouisbead.wordpress.com/resources/)  There was more discussion about moving the ownership of the 
site and possibly moving the server itself. (during the discussion about the site, our zoom meeting suddenly 
was upgraded and we had unlimited time! Most mysterious…) 
 

- The conversation went off topic and drifted into conversation about cooking to alleviate stress and 
demanding that Lendy feed us all. 

 
Tom asked about the flickr password but Marilyn hadn’t been able to help at the last meeting.  Lendy promised 
to hunt around and see if she could find a password before we just start a new one.  Since Lendy is the 
historian and documenting the group, she will start a new flickr account for current photos. 
 
It was decided that the STL Lampworkers meetings would be conducted via zoom going forward due to the 
high number of vulnerable people in our membership and general concerns about health and safety.  I was told 
to send out the next meeting invite June 7th. (which I did!)  
 
We didn’t really discuss New or Old business in particular (I chuck it up to this being our very first Zoom 
meeting and the fact that we are all highly distractible artistic types…) 
 
Q-tips: 
 

● “Guard the girls” - Joan Cross 
● Advice from Tom on hunting Oxy concentrators online: If you search for a millennium 10 concentrator 

on craigslist (or any brand - the millennium are just easy to take apart and work on), and save the 
search, it will send you email notifications when new ones crop up. 

 
Show & Tell: 
 

● Laura showed off her newly finished glass painted garden signs and tiny penguins. 
● Fred shared a gorgeous flower marble using GA Acid Yellow Crayon with eclipse encasement. 

(everyone attempted manual zoom and leaned in to their computer screens to get a better look…) 
● Tom blew everyone's mind by revealing a boro structure for his programmable automated bonsai 

garden (it put  thoughts of Fraggle Rock in people's minds) that took a whopping 10 months to 
complete!) He was declared a Botanical Glass nerd. 

● Les didn’t have anything to share this round. 
● Linda passed as well. 
● Joan shared her carved, layered enamel beads (mosaic beads) from her class with Holly Cooper in 

Ohio just before lockdown (beginning of March) and her first attempt at an implosion pendant. She 
recommended dipping the bead constantly in water as you carve into it and using a grobic (dremel/flex 
shaft would work as well) using a cone shaped bit on end to carve down into the bead body and 
through the layers of color. 

○ Bonus Q-tip on life from Joan for pandemic times: Cough/Sneeze in the grocery store and 
people will get out of your way. 

● Lendy showed us her newest murrini center for poppies. She expressed concern about possible 
cracking because she grabbed the wrong rod and used green (not stable for murinni or deep encasing 
apparently - in boro and sometimes even in 104) Joan said to avoid the Mosaic Green and Blue 
because of spreading and let the members know that if they were looking for murini patterns, Elena 
Hernberg has been posting patterns online. 

● Kathleen has been working on her deck. 
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Kathleen asked that everyone send her photos of the show and tell pieces for next month so she could pop 
them on the screen.  Next month's challenge - encasing. 
 
Quote of the day: “Glass is therapy for Control Freaks” - Kathleen, to which Joan replied “Well, it prevents a lot 
of murders…” 
 
The meeting was brought to a close and we all left our virtual friends to return to real life…  
 
See you all next time! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


